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The Supreme Court, which has taken
up the Lakhimpur Kheri hit-and-run

case suo motu, has said that it was not
satisfied with the probe being conducted
by the Uttar Pradesh government or its
police and has posted the matter for fur-
ther hearing after the vacation. The
next hearing will be on the morning of

.02 reb otcO
On October 3, Union minister of State

Ajay Mishra’s (below left) son Ashish
Mishra’s four-wheeler had, from behind,
mowed down eight farmers protesting the
farm laws. The police barely acted, but
when the court and opposition parties put
pressure, it lodged an FIR against the son,
adding a murder charge to effect. Even as
the UP government instituted a one-man
(a high court judge) investigation body,
there were still no arrests.

The Court said: “The highest police
officer must protect the evidence in the
case. Why wasn’t the accused arrested
immediately? Why are they not treated
like any other citizen? The local police
have not done the job properly.”

Ashish Mishra, who was asked to
appear before the police at 10 am on
Friday, did not reach the police lines till
10.30 am. Finally, on Thursday, two men
were arrested. The bench, which also
comprised Justices Surya Kant and
Justice Hima Kohli, said: “Post-mortem
does not show a gun shot injury. Is this
any ground not to arrest him?”
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Courts

The apex court will finally revert to physical hearings,
but will restrict such hearings to two days a week:

Wednesdays and Thursdays. This, sort of experiment,
will start from October 20. Physical hearings will be
back since March 2020 and is a sign that the top court
is willing to allow a full opening up of the court and
other courts in due course of time.

The Court’s directive is restricted to these two non-
miscellaneous days. These two days will compulsorily
require the presence of lawyers and will be heard only

)deif id   om( hserf a desaeler truoC ehT .smoortruoc ni
gnigar uoc ne eht fo weiv nI“ :syas hcihw sPOS fo tes

response from the Bar and with a view to further facili-
tate hearing through physical mode, all the matters list-

suoenallecsim-non sa ,yad sruhT dna yadsendeW no de
eht fo ecneserp lac is yhp ni ylno draeh eb dluow ,syad

counsels/parties in courtrooms.”
The allowance says: For matters listed for physical

les   nu oc gniug ra eno ,eenimon sih ro ROA eno ,gniraeh
yrtne dew o lla eb lliw ytrap rep lesnuoc roinuj eno dna

into the courtroom. One registered clerk per party, as
chosen by the AOR, shall be allowed to carry paper
books/journals etc up to the courtrooms.

Two days a week physical
hearing in SC from Oct 20

In the ongoing multi-allegation case,
Dera Sacha Sauda chief Gurmeet

Ram Rahim Singh (below) has been
convicted in the Ranjit Singh murder
case. Five others have also been con-
victed for murder by CBI Special Court
judge Sushil Kumar Garg. While the
conviction has been given, the punish-
ment will be pronounced next week.

This is over and above the existing
convictions of murder and rape that the
dera chief has been implicated in by
the Court. Ranjit Singh was killed in
2002. He was a supporter of Singh
and was shot dead by four gunmen on
July 10, 2002 as the dera management

- ona na nettirw dah eh detcepsus
 a fo esuba lau xes fo rettel suomyn sad-

hvi from his sister. On December 3,
2003, the CBI registered an FIR in the
case. A petition was filed by Ranjit
Singh’s son Jagseer Singh. The other
day, the Punjab and Haryana HC dis-

fo ref snart eht gnikees aelp a dessim
the murder trial from the CBI court in
Panchkula to any other CBI court.

Singh is serving a 20-year jail term
for raping two women disciples in his
“ashram”. He was convicted in August

- hcnaP ni truoc IBC laiceps a yb 7102
kula. In 2019, Singh and three others
were pronounced guilty for the murder

,itapar  tahhC ardnahcmaR tsilanruoj fo
who had published an anonymous let-

- ow fo noitatiolpxe lauxes eht tuoba ret
men by Singh at his “ashram”.

Ram Rahim found
guilty of yet another
murder

Lakhimpur deaths:
SC says not

satisfied with
probe, hearing

again after
vacation

Athree-judge SC bench will hear the
issue of “services” under Schedule

fo noitutit snoC eht fo 14 yrtnE ,II tsiL ,IIV
India and the stand-off between the Delhi
LG Anil Baijal (below right) and the AAP
government led by Arvind Kejriwal (below
left) after the Dussehra vacation.

The matter was mentioned before the
bench of Chief Justice of India NV

Ramana by Senior Advocate Rahul Mehra,
who sought an early hearing of the case
pertaining to the legal dispute between the

- irreT latipaC lanoitaN eht fo tnemnrevoG
tory of Delhi (GNCTD) and the Union gov-
ernment relating to the control of services.
The chief justice of India said that a bench
will be constituted after the upcoming
Dussehra vacation.

In February 2019 a two-judge bench
of the Supreme Court—Justices AK Sikri
and Ashok Bhushan—had differed on the
question of powers of the GNCTD and the
Union government over services, and thus
referred the matter to a three-judge bench.

- xe eht rehtehw no dereffid segduj ehT
clusion of “services” relatable to Entry
41 of List II of the Seventh Schedule from
the legislative and executive domain of the
NCT of Delhi, vide notification of the
Government of India, dated May 21, 2015,
is unconstitutional and illegal. Therefore,
this aspect was referred to a larger
(three-judge) bench.
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The Supreme Court adjourned its hear-
ing till October 26 in the plea filed by

Zakia Ahsan Jafri, the wife of ex-MP
Ehsan Jafri, challenging the decision
of the Special Investigation Team giving
a clean chit to Narendra Modi, the then
Gujarat chief minister, in the 2002
riots case.

Ehsan Jafri was a former Lok Sabha
MP of the Congress who was among the
68 people who died in the Gulbarg
Society Massacre during the 2002
Gujarat riots (right), a day after the
Sabarmati Express was burnt at Godhra,
killing 59 people and resulting in the vio-
lence in the state.

The matter was adjourned on several
occasions earlier. On the previous hearing
on March 16, Senior Advocate Kapil
Sibal, the counsel for Zakia Jafri, sought
an adjournment to April 13 since several

- araM eht htiw deipucco erew setacovda
tha reservation case before the

Constitution bench, followed by another
adjournment.

The bench presided by Justice AM
Khanwilkar, Justice Dinesh Maheshwari
and Justice CT Ravikumar granted time
till October 26 to the petitioner to file
an additional compilation as requested
by Sibal. In an atmosphere where a mere pub-

lic rebuke of a student in school is
treated as a trauma-creating incident,

- ppa na tuo werht truoC emerpuS eht
eal and ruled that a reprimand of a
student for indiscipline cannot be
construed as an abetment to suicide
under Section 306 IPC.

Delivering the judgement, a bench
of Justices S Abdul Nazeer and
Krishna Murari not only quashed an
FIR, but said: “It is not uncommon
that teachers reprimand a student for
not being attentive or not being upto
the mark in studies or for bunking
classes or not attending the school. A
simple act of reprimand of a student
for his behaviour or indiscipline by a
teacher, who is under moral obligation
to inculcate the good qualities of a
human being in a student would defi-
nitely not amount to instigation or
intentionally aid to the commission of
a suicide by a student.”

The bench also noted: “It was a
solemn duty of a teacher (in this case
a PT teacher) to instil discipline in
students.”

An appeal was filed against a
judgment of the Rajasthan High Court
which had dismissed the petition filed

- ceS rednu rehcaet-tnalleppa eht yb
tion 482 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure seeking to quash the FIR.

The boy of class nine had com-
mitted suicide and had left behind a
letter blaming the PT teacher. The sui-
cide note in the third page said:
“THANKS GEO (PTI) OF MY SCHOOL”.
The FIR was filed by the deceased
student’s mother, complaining of
harassment.

Reprimand of a
student cannot
be construed as
abetment to 
suicide: SC

Gujarat 2002 riots: SC adjourns Jafri plea
against clean chit to Modi till October 26

Delhi govt vs LG: SC’s
three-judge bench
to take up matter
after Dussehra



Lead/ My Space/ Central Vista Case                          Prof Upendra Baxi

N the din and dust of partisan
political controversy over the proj-
ect, the normative significance of
the Supreme Court of India (SCI)
decision in the Central Vista case
(CVC)1 has been almost totally

ignored in political, public and media
discourse. Yet, this landmark decision is
significant for its basic reiteration of the
constitutional framework, which alone
places certain restraints on the competi-
tion for political power. It is developed
by the Justices, but the Constitution is
not, contrary to propaganda’s mythical
“truths” what they fancy it is! Rather,
what they say is shaped by long judicial
traditions of discipline and modes of rea-
soning unique to the law. 

When King James I, in effect, asked
the Justices to follow the monarchical
reason, Lord Justice Cooke (in 1607)
responded with the famous observation:
“True it was, that God had endowed His

Majesty with excellent science, and great
endowments of nature; but His Majesty
was not learned in the laws of his realm
of England, and causes which concern
the life, or inheritance, or goods, or for-
tunes of his subjects, are not to be decid-
ed by natural reason but by the artificial
reason and judgment of law, which law is
an act which requires long study and
experience, before that a man can attain
to the cognizance of it.” 

Thus stressed was the importance of
“long study and experience” and ways of
reasoning within an institutional culture
shaped by the collective wisdom of past
precedents and by basic juridical pre-
cepts and established  principles. Poli -

tical reason is not as dialogical and non-
partisan as judicial reason, and its con-
stitutional elaboration is unusually dis-
tinctive. It is the judicial duty to pre-
scribe the “no go” areas—limits outside
which the exercise of power is unconsti-
tutional and liable to be declared wholly
or partially invalid.  

We here engage some jurisprudential
takeaways of the CVC. The most salient
is what Professor HLA Hart (totally
unconcerned with Indian constitutional
law developments) termed the “internal
point of view”. In what matters may the
SC intervene? Recalling RK Garg2,
the SC observed: “The Court may inter-
fere only when the case involves infringe-
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An interesting aspect of the Supreme Court’s decision on the Central Vista (below) case is
the enunciation of the concept of “democratic rule of law”. The Court is categorically clear
that there is “no conflict between the concept of democratic due process, as envisaged by

the petitioners and constitutional due process, as exposited by us”. 

Some Jurisprudential    
The erudite decision has reiterated the constitutional framework and prescribes the “no go” areas
where the exercise of power is unconstitutional and liable to be declared wholly or partially invalid  

I

sis added).
A second interesting aspect of the

CVC is the enunciation of the concept of
“democratic rule of law”. The SC is cate-
gorically clear that there is “no conflict
between the concept of democratic due
process, as envisaged by the petitioners
and constitutional due process, as ex -
posited by us” [Para. 158]. The latter
prevails in India, as a “process which is
due under the constitutional scheme… a
principled judicial review”. This process
is one “wherein check” is maintainable
without tilting the “balance” for “all
organs of the state are constitutionally
committed to and beholden by the com-
mon goal of giving effect to processes
and procedure established by law, ideals,

- nu eud seitud dna sthgir ,snoitatcepxe
der the Constitution and no deviation
can be permitted therefrom”[Ibid.] 

What may be meant by this
Delphic-looking oracle? We
get some clues when we close-

ly listen to judicial wisdom insisting that
“Rule of Law” must be rule of “good law
within the realm of the Constitution”.
That good law is described earlier in
CVC as the exercise of power not vitiated
by “a non-consideration or non-applica-
tion of mind to relevant factor if a power
(whether legislative or administrative) is
exercised on the basis of facts which do
not exist and which are patently erro-
neous….”4 But at the same time, “good
law” does not withdraw by judicial fiat
the “task of governance from the demo-
cratically elected representatives includ-
ing the executive thereby creating an
illusory bar on the exercise of their
power to function freely despite being
within the four corners of the law”.
[Para. 154].

Clearly, the “judicial organ is not
meant to impose the citizens” its own
version of good governance upon the
Government in the name of Rule of Law
in exercise of its power of judicial re -
view” [Para 145]. Yet, at the same time,
in the situations of the “absence of law,
the court might be in a position to ven-
ture into areas of arbitrariness, justness
and equity, so as to do complete jus-
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ment of fundamental rights guaranteed
by the Constitution or any other statuto-
ry right.”

It is salutary to recall that “the
Courts have only the power to destroy,
not to reconstruct. When these are
added to the complexity of economic
regulation, the uncertainty, the liability
to error, the bewildering conflict of the
experts, and the number of times the
Judges have been overruled by events—
self limitation can be seen to be the path
of judicial wisdom and institutional
prestige and stability” [Para 151, em -
pha sis added].

The CVC decision extends the “path
of judicial wisdom”. The SC (as per Jus -
tices AM Khanwilkar and Dinesh Ma -
hesh wari, with Justice Sanjiv Khanna,
partly dissenting)3 held  that where
“decisions are taken in tune with a duly
enacted statutory scheme, it is not open
to a Court of law to disregard the same
on the specious reasoning that the gov-
erning statutory scheme is deficient for
the nature of or significance of the proj-
ect. Even if a Court finds it debatable,
that can be no ground for the Court to
quash an action taken strictly in accord
with the prescribed procedure” (empha-

   Takeaways?

Tw
itter



ed the Aadhaar legislation (because of
the sledgehammer deployment of the
idea of “money bill”).

This astonishingly erudite and versa-
tile decision does weave a constitutional
law mosaic in which the dull details of
the bench structure seem not to mat-
ter—a nine-judge decision of the SC
jostles with decisions of lesser number
benches, further interspersed with com-
parative precedents. Only a future judi-
cial discourse may unravel the troubled
distinction between “constitutional”
and “democratic” rule of law, and the
autonomy accorded to framework laws
passed by Parliament increasingly
often without due, or even without
any, scrutiny. The notion of “good law”
itself may warrant greater constitutional
elaboration, as people come to constitu-
tional courts simply seeking safeguards
against the tyranny of legislative majori-
ties and in quest to further democratise
democracy.

—The author is an internationally-
renowned law scholar, an acclaimed

teacher and a well-known writer

1 - roC tnempoleveD iheD v iruS vijaR
poration, MANU/SC/0001/2021.
2Borrowing the words of Justice Felix
Frankfurter in Morey, Auditor of Public
Accounts of Illinois Et. Al. v. Doud Et.
Al., 354 US 457 (1957) in MANU/SC/
0074/1981, Para 8.
3The grounds of dissent are eloquently
elaborated by Justice Khanna. These
relate to the aspects of “public participa-
tion on the” interpretation of the statu-
tory provisions “and the” failure to take
prior approval of the Heritage Conserva -
tion Committee [see, Para 3 of the dis-
sent]. Unfortunately, space constraints
prevent an analysis of this precious
opinion, which bristles with judicial
insights on the respective roles of legis-
lation, administration and courts.
4At Para 146, quoting Reliance Airport
Developers 2006) 10 SCC 1 (paras 56, 77
and 89 to 92). 
5With K.S. Puttaswamy (I) (2016) 2
SCC 445. 
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tice in the cause before it. Such power is
well ingrained in Article142” [Para, 157].

A third important aspect of the deci-
sion now insists on drawing a fine and
firm line between two kinds of executive
action: one, which has “a direct bearing
on personal liberty of individual” and
two which “comprises…ministerial/
administrative functions with no direct
impact on individual liberties” [Para.
142]. Boldly averring5 that it is a “mis-
nomer to propagate that we have gradu-
ally transformed the chosen idea ‘proce-
dure established by law” into once con-
sciously rejected “due process of law”, the
SC rules that “it is essential for the peti-
tioners to demonstrate a real and direct
impact or restriction on their core funda-
mental rights due to the impugned exec-
utive action to invoke the due process”.

Further, “the whole idea of due
process” was never meant to “circum-
scribe or to question the administrative
decisions by applying higher benchmark
than the statutory defined/articulated
obligations”. Rather, it  was intended to
“safeguard personal liberties of individu-
als by ensuring that the process to be
used for taking away such liberty com-
plies with certain standards”. [Para 144].
What may this mean: should a “good
law” not be “rational”, non “arbitrary”

and beyond the test of basic structure
limitations?

The SC does not mean that “adminis-
trative action was left unchecked” by the
Constitution. Rather, the Constitution
provides for a scheme wherein “law” is
made subject to all the provisions of
Part-III depending on the nature of
“action and nature of consequence on
the rights” [Para.142]. Constitutional
due process can never be, in this sense,
different from “democratic” rule of law
as Part 111 mandates only rule of “good
law” which does not violate its spirit
and letter.  

But approach may well be contest-
ed. We ought to ponder what
Chief Justice NV Ramana (in

speaking during the Independence Day
celebrations organised by the Supreme
Court Bar) recently said: “Earlier differ-
ent laws used to be discussed and elabo-
rated in the Parliament. So, the burden
of the courts while interpreting or imple-
menting the law is less. …the legislative
part was clear with respect to what they
want to tell us. …now we see legislation
with lot of gaps, and lot of ambiguity in
making laws ...” We also ought to recall
the anguished solitary dissent of Dr
Justice DY Chandrachud who invalidat-

Justices AM Khanwilkar (left) and Dinesh Maheshwari (centre), with Justice
Sanjiv Khanna (right), partly dissenting, held that where decisions are taken in tune

with a duly enacted statutory scheme, it is not open to a Court to disregard the same on
the specious reasoning that the governing statutory scheme is deficient for the

nature of or significance of the project.

Lead/ My Space/ Central Vista Case/ Prof Upendra Baxi



Opinion/ New Police Methods                             Dr M Sridhar Acharyulu

TAGE-MANAGED
“encounters” are an old
practice. Now the new
method is to claim that
the suspect committed
“suicide”. This novel form

of extra-judicial killing was seen recent-
ly in Telangana.

An inquiry into the “encounter” of
four suspects who gangraped a veteri-
nary doctor in 2019, as ordered by the
Supreme Court, exposes contradictions,
inconsistencies and concoctions. Then,
there was the “suicide” of a suspect in a
recent child rape case in Hyderabad.
State-holders thought they would get
credit for giving quick and instant jus-

12 October 18, 2021

“Suicide” or Encounter?
In an attempt to escape inquiries, media coverage and
judicial bashing, the police has given a new twist to fake
encounters. It simply claims that the suspect committed
“suicide”, adding a new threat to rule of law   

THE SUICIDE NARRATIVE
Pallamkonda Raju’s (top) body was found on the railway track in Jangaon district of
Telangana and the Telangana police declared it a suicide 

S suicide and that the police were chasing
the suspect. 

It is for the people to guess which
part of the information is accurate. Raju
is not a professional criminal who could
escape professional force of Telangana
police. Rs 10 lakh prize was fixed on his
head. Raju’s photographs were adver-
tised and widely circulated. It is not
known why all that effort did not yield
any clues from anyone. 

Here are some interesting con-
tradictions. First, Raju was so
strong that he was untraceable,

bold enough to run against a speeding
train. But weak enough to run away
from police and commit suicide. People
can think that he must be a combination
of Veerappan of real life and Rajnikanth
of reel life. Because, thousands of police,
several of their teams failed to catch
him, besides his body being so strong
that remained intact, in spite of having a
head-on collision with speeding express
train. Neither his head was smashed,
nor his body broke into pieces, even
after hitting the express train, except on
face, a cut on hand and some more
injuries. The police said emphatically
that he chose to jump against running
train to die. Very interestingly the media
and police narrated the reasons for his
suicide as if he told them in detail.
Police explained that he could not bear
the insult as Rs 10 lakh prize money was
fixed on his head which disturbed him. 

It seems those who matter must have
forgotten to prepare a suicide note
for Raju.
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tice by killing the suspect and denying
any mileage to Opposition parties who
demanded killing.

To understand the violation of the
rule of law, a chronology of the inci-
dents is necessary. A 6-year-old girl
went missing in Singareni Colony in
Hyderabad on September 9. Her body
was found in the neighbouring house
the same day, wrapped in a bedsheet.
An autopsy confirmed that she was sex-
ually assaulted and strangled. The
house owner, Raju, was suspected of
this grisly crime. Following is the time-
line of the rape and murder of the child. 

Sept 9, 2021: Her parents find the
body of the child in the neighbour’s
house. An angry mob destroys the
house.

Sept 10 & 11: A stream of politicians
pours out sympathy. 

Sept 12: Minister KT Ramarao tweets

that the accused has been caught and
requests the home minister to ensure
speedy investigation.

Sept 13: MP and PCC President
Revanth Reddy points out contradiction
about the arrest and demands an
“encounter” of Raju. 

Sept 14: Minister K T Ramarao posts
another tweet apologising for the misin-
formation. Another minister C Malla
Reddy promises: “We will nab the
accused and will encounter him. We’ll
stand by the victim’s family. What he has
done is terrible. He should not be let
go.” Police announces Rs 10 lakh prize
on his head.

Sept 15: Media is full of reports that
police teams were trying to trace
Pallam konda Raju (30). Several of his
relatives were taken to the police sta-
tion. Released after 3 am.

Sept 16: Raju’s body is found on rail-
way track in Jangaon district. Police
declares it a suicide. Human rights
activists and civil society petitions acting
chief justice for a postmortem and to
prevent hurried funeral. But body is
rushed to Warangal hospital for a quick
postmortem, handed over to relatives
and cremated immediately. The mother
and wife of Raju allege that he was
caught on September 14, and that they
had overheard in the police station
that the police were instructed to
encounter Raju. 

Sept 17: The High Court questions the
urgency in the cremation and orders a
judicial inquiry.

- aredyH eht detouq troper aidem A
bad East Zone Deputy Commissioner of
Police Ramesh saying: “…. I am told that
the police were chasing him, not heed-
ing to the warning, Raju jumped in
front of a train.” And Anjani Kumar,
Commissioner of Police, told NDTV that
nobody actually saw him committing

The Telangana police claimed that railway
men witnessed the incident. If so, why

didn’t they prevent Raju from rushing
towards the train? If they knew it was

Raju, why they did not catch him?

Twitter

The medical examination of YSRSC MP
RK Raju, a victim of third degree by the

police, by army doctors  proved that
government doctors who performed the
first medical examination were tutored.



doctor was gangraped and murdered.
Some police officers were suspended for
not registering case of disappearance in
spite of repeated pleas by her parents.
Because of this delay the ghastly crime
could not be prevented. Thereafter, the
special teams were formed and suspects
were caught, which was officially
claimed as a great success. Then, the

- ne“ degella na ni dellik erew stcepsus
counter”. The unhappy Supreme Court
was worried about rule of law and in -
quiry was ordered into the self-defence
theory of police.

The Civil Rights bodies were actively
trying to prove the guilt. Meanwhile,
this September 9 crime happened. The
inquiry into role of police in Disha inci-
dent made the police to reform their
strategies.

The police’s “self-defense” theory and
giving a new twist to fake encounters
has survived for decades. Now there is a
paradigm shift in the strategy to escape
inquiries and judicial bashing—the “sui-
cide” narrative. The death of Raju per-
haps is the beginning of this shift.

—The writer is Dean of School of
Law, Mahindra University, Hyderabad

and former Central Information
Commissioner
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There are several common doubts
about the “suicide narrative”. If a person
hits a speedily running Konark Express,
why was the body not smashed com-
pletely?  The body could have been
thrown off the track by the hit. If he has
slept on the track, he could have been
cut into many pieces. It appears to have
been carefully placed on the tracks. The
police claimed that seven railway men
witnessed the incident. If so, why didn’t
they prevent Raju from rushing towards
the train? If they knew that it was Raju,
why they did not catch him to share the
Rs 10 lakh prize money? Are they also
vulnerable to pressures and threats?
Why should they not be held for abet-
ment to suicide? 

A dead body is one of the best evi-
dences and has the potential to establish
guilt of the suspect. If buried, the judici-
ary could have got it exhumed and con-
ducted a postmortem by a neutral body.
The medical examination of YSRSC MP
Raghurama Krishnam Raju (from An -
dhra Pradesh, who was a victim of third
degree by the police) by army doctors in
Secunderabad proved that the govern-
ment doctors of AP who performed the
first medical examination were wrong
and tutored. 

Such incidents show that there is

diminishing respect for rule of law am -
ong the police, political leaders, media
and most unfortunately, even among the
people whose unruly thoughts are
reflected in social media postings. They
tried Raju in their own courts and held
him guilty, a fast railway track justice
indeed. 

Raju was a strong suspect and
deserved no sympathy. He was
the neighbour of the victim. The

body of child was found in a worst con-
dition, reflecting the possibility of rape.
It was reported that the lonely child was
lured with chocolates by the criminal
into his house. Circumstantial evidence
that the child’s body was found in Raju’s
house and he absconded, speaks vol-
umes of his involvement. This evidence
went against him. But this is not enough
to prove that Raju was the culprit and
that there wasn’t any involvement of
others or other factors. Raju’s death,
perhaps, satisfies the feeling of masses
regarding retributive justice. But what
about the wife, mother and sister of
Raju who disbelieve the “suicide” narra-
tive and raise questions of rule of law?
Why should their small house be
pulled down?

A couple of years ago one veterinary

An inquiry into the
“encounter” of four

suspects who
gangraped a

veterinary doctor on
the outskirts of

Hyderabad in 2019,
as ordered by the

Supreme
Court, exposes
contradictions,

inconsistencies and
concoctions. 

Opinion/ New Police Methods/ Dr M Sridhar Acharyulu
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The Conscience 
of the State

A row recently erupted in
Punjab over the office of the
A-G. Though the A-G is the
CM’s man, he has to act
without fear or favour in
protecting the rule of law,
constitutionalism and judicial
independence in the stateCHANGE OF GUARD

APS Deol (above) was appoint-
ed as the new

advocate-general of Punjab
recently. He replaced Atul

Nanda (right), who quit after
the resignation of Chief

Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh who had appointed him

HE appointment of the
advocate-general (A-G) in
Punjab has triggered a
debate about his constitu-
tional role and powers in a
state’s administration. The

A-G handles the legal matters of the
state government. As per a well-estab-
lished constitutional convention and
practice, the chief minister installs his
own man in the office of A-G. 

A few days ago, the governor of
Punjab appointed APS Deol as the new
A-G. The appointment comes after the
earlier A-G, Atul Nanda, quit after the
resignation of CM Captain Amarinder
Singh who had appointed him. 

Under the constitutional scheme of
things, Article 165 deals with the office
of the A-G in a state. This provision cor-
responds to Article 76 that deals with
the office of the attorney-general for the
Union government. The only difference
between these two articles is the absence
of clause (3) of Article 76 which gives a
right of audience to the attorney-general
in all courts throughout India. But no
such right is available to the AG.

The governor appoints a person who

T

The advocate-general (A-G) is considered part of the state government and reflects its
legal thinking. Time and again, the Supreme Court has said that the A-G’s relationship

with the government is essentially that of an advocate and a client. 

should be made only on the basis
of merit.

The A-G is considered part of the
government and reflects the legal think-
ing of the government. Time and again,
the Supreme Court has said that the
A-G’s relationship with the government
is essentially that of an advocate and a
client about his appearance in the courts
and arguing the case before the courts
on behalf of the state. The fees for such
matters may be settled between the gov-
ernment and the A-G by rules or notifi-
cations. As the A-G represents the gov-
ernment in the courts, a statement made
by him there binds the government. If
the government does not honour his
statements, the A-G will have no option
but to resign. They also discharge several
other statutory functions such as giving
consent to initiate the contempt pro-
ceedings. He is also the leader of the bar
and is supposed to protect the collective
interests and dignity of the bar. Many
eminent lawyers have held this office in
several states with great distinction.
Some of them, such as SM Sikri, Kuldip
Singh and Santosh Hegde have also
graced the bench of the Supreme Court. 

But along with great powers come
heavy responsibilities. The A-G must act
without fear or favour in protecting the
rule of law, constitutionalism, and judi-
cial independence in the state. He should
not hesitate to speak the truth to his

srew op esicrexe yeht fi sretsam lacitilop
against the constitutional norms. He is
an officer of the court and must defend
the rule of law. He should be committed
to the Constitution and the laws that
ensure a controlled government. He
should always act in public interest.

Let me conclude with these insightful
words of Dr Rajendra Prasad: “After all,
a constitution like a machine is a lifeless
thing. It acquires life because of the men
who control it and operate it, and India
needs today nothing more than a set of
honest men who will have the interest of
country before them.”

—The writer is an advocate in the
Supreme Court 
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is qualified to be a judge of the High
Court as the A-G on the advice of the
chief minister. The age limit of 62 years
for judges of High Courts, however,
does not apply to the appointment of
the A-G. The principal duty of the A-G
is to advise the state government on
legal matters referred or assigned to
him. He holds his office during the
pleasure of the governor and receives
such remuneration as the governor
determines. Admittedly, the A-G has no
security of tenure, and the governor can
remove him any time on the advice of
the chief minister without assigning
any reason.

In England, the office of the attor-
ney-general is regarded as a political
office in the sense that he is a member
of the government and comes in and
goes out with it. In India, the attorney-
general has not, so far, been a member
of the cabinet. The law minister looks
after the legal matters in the cabinet,
but the attorney-general and the A-G
also resign on the resignation of the
cabinet as a convention. However, the
new government can retain the AG. It
all depends on the equations between
the AG and the CM and also the profes-
sional competence, integrity and credi-
bility of the AG. As per Article 177 of the
Constitution, the A-G is also entitled to
take part and speak in the proceedings
of the state legislature, but he is not
entitled to vote there.

While the governor appoints the
A-G and has no personal say in policy
decisions, he can ask the chief minister
to reconsider his decision if he finds
something objectionable with the A-G’s
antecedents or eligibility. In a state, the
chief minister is the real head of the
government. A government can remain
in power as long as it enjoys the support
of the majority in the assembly. It is not
accountable to the governor. How  ever,
the governor has the right to warn the
government if it acts against the provi-
sions of the Constitution. If the govern-
ment fails to do so, the governor can
report the matter to the president of
India as per Article 356 of the Cons -

titution, and the president has the po wer
to dismiss the government. The A-G
reports to the elected government and
defends it in the courts of law. The gov-
ernor can also seek the opinion of the
A-G on important constitutional and
legal issues.

Notably, there cannot be more
than one A-G in a state. But the
government has the power to

appoint other lawyers to look after the
legal matters of the government and
may also give them any designation,
including that of additional A-G, deputy
A-G, assistant A-G, etc. Their designa-
tions are assigned in the exercise of

executive powers of the state under
Article 162 of the Constitution, not in
the exercise of its constitutional power
under Article 165. They are not constitu-
tional functionaries but they hold special
assignments based on the requirement.
These appointments are mostly made
because of political patronage and rec-
ommendations. Some states have many
additional A-Gs. This practice should be
deprecated and the appointments

Many eminent lawyers have held the A-G’s
office in several states with great distinc-

tion. Some of them, such as SM Sikri,
Kuldip Singh and Santosh Hegde (above),

have also graced the bench of the SC. 



WOMEN IN
2021 is the 100th year of Indian women taking their first baby step in the
judicial profession. This year also marks an effort to give a more equitable

representation to women in the judiciary. Chief Justice of India NV Ramana
has called for 50% reservation for women in the judiciary. Is it possible and

how? Are there sufficient numbers? Are women candidates meritorious enough?
Will the judiciary be compromised by reservations? 

APN channel did an in-depth discussion to get answers to these questions on
its special show India Legal. The show was moderated by the channel’s

Editor-in-Chief Rajshri Rai. A report:
By Sanjay Raman Sinha

Spotlight/ India Legal Show
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Justice Sujata Manohar, Mumbai HC’s first woman judge and a former SC judge, says
there should be no discrimination against women and they should get a fair playing

field. She believes that women should be respected for what they are.

correct attitude which is opposite of the
patriarchal mindset, then the numbers
will take care of itself.” 

However, though the Supreme Court
has got the highest number of women
judges at one go, the dismal number of
women in the judiciary at all levels can’t
be overlooked. In the top court, the per-
centage of women judges stands at
12.12. In the High Courts, this figure
works out to 11.96.

Justice Shivaraj Patil, former judge
of the Supreme Court, has seen things
change over a period of time. He says:
“I have two observations to make. If
wo men can be prime minister, presi-
dent, speaker of the Lok Sabha and the
Rajya Sabha why can’t they become
judges of the Supreme Court and High
Court and chief justice of India? It is a
fact that the womens’ number in the

judiciary is dismal. The collegium has
always given precedence to merit and
seniority. Now it has to see that the
vacancies in the lower and the higher
courts are not only filled, but women
representation is main tained. The
recent spate of app oint ments, including
that of the female judges, has proved
that the collegiums have become proac-
tive in this regard.”

But has the glass ceiling in judiciary
been broken? The statistics paint a pic-
ture which though encouraging is cer-
tainly not rosy. The India Justice Re -
port holds that one in three judges in
subordinate courts is a woman, in the
High Courts only one in nine judges is a
woman. The data demonstrate that the
glass ceiling in the country’s judicial
system is still intact.

Justice Nirmaljit Kaur, former
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BLACK
NOUGH of suppression
of thousands of years. It
is high time we have
50% representation of
women in judiciary. It is
your right. It is not a

matter of charity,” the Chief Justice of
India (CJI), NV Ramana, had pro-
claimed to a batch of women legal
practitioners in September this year.

The call has triggered an enlight-
ened debate on whether it is feasible to
grant 50% of space to women in judge-
ship posts. It is a happy coincidence
that 2021 marks the 100th year of
Indian women’s entry into the judicial
profession. It was on this very year, a
century ago, on August 24, 1921, that
the Allahabad High Court took the lead
and changed history by enrolling Cor -
ne lia Sorabji, as the first Indian Lady,
“vakil” of the Court. Now a century
later, a battle for greater or equal rep-
resentation for women is being fought
by women in black.

Justice Sujata Manohar is Mumbai
High Court’s first woman judge and a
former Supreme Court judge. Recently,
she has become the first Indian woman
judge and jurist to be awarded the
Ruth Bader Ginsburg Medal of Hon -
our. Jus tice Manohar argues her case
for wo men: “I am reminded of US
Supreme Court judge Ruth Bader
Ginsburg’s statement. She was asked
how many judges are required and she
said nine. So, numbers are not impor-
tant. What is required is non discrimi-
nation and a fair playing field. Allow
capable women to function; their
shouldn’t be any adverse attitude
towards women. There should be no
harassment, sexual or otherwise.
Respect women for what they are. That
is what we require; and if we have a

E“
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judge of the Punjab and Haryana High
Court, says: “Yes the situation makes
one feel that there is a glass ceiling for
women. The infrastructure is not prop-
er for women to get attracted to the
profession. In the lower courts, the
infrastructure is shoddy, like at many
courts. There are no washrooms for
women or other matter-of-fact conven-
iences. It has been a male dominated
profession and has discouraged women
to come into the profession. That barri-
er has to be broken for women to
realise that they can attain the highest
position possible in the judiciary. It
should be made known that the women
from lower courts can rise up to High
Courts and the Supreme Court. That
should attract women in judiciary.”

Shobha Gupta, senior advocate at
the Supreme Court, is one of the peti-
tioners who had appealed to the apex
court for 50% reservation for women in
judiciary.  Shobha makes her point
forcefully: “Let’s not crib about our lot.
We are proud to be in the profession,
and we have female members practising
at different levels of the judiciary. As for
the petition we had filed for equal rep-

resentation of women in the judiciary,
we found that women representation in
judgeship is nominal. It is a systemic
problem. The number of female candi-
dates who are considered for judgeship

is a fraction of their male counterpart.
So the beginning itself is wrong. More
women should be considered and
given parity at promotions and
appointment level.”

According to a study conducted by
the researchers at the Vidhi Centre for
Legal Policy, in lower courts the wo -
men participation has gone up from
28% to 30%. Twelve High Courts and
27 lower courts have also raised their
quota of women judges. 

Meenakshi Arora, a senior
advocate at the Supreme
Court, speaks from her vast

experience. “Our numbers are small,
despite the fact that there are enough
women for proper representation. We
must have women rising from the
ranks. The representation is small—for
both women and men. In the present
lot, only Justice Bela Trivedi has come
up from the ranks. Unless you encour-
age the lower judiciary and make it
possible that they can also rise up in
rank, it won’t be a fair playing ground.
Judi ciary cannot be a place for only
those who have the advantage of rising

Spotlight/ India Legal Show

Justice Shivaraj Patil, former judge of the SC, says there should be more representation
of women in the judiciary but not through reservation. It should be achieved by con-

scious decisions taken by the judiciary. For this, a change of mindset is needed.

Justice Nirmaljit Kaur, former judge of the Punjab and Haryana High Court, says that
the judiciary has been a male dominated profession and has discouraged women to

come into the profession. That barrier has to be broken for women.

marginally from 11 % to 13%, while in
subordinate courts, it went up from
28% to 30%.

Justice Kaur says: “Reservation
should be provided from the lower judi-
ciary level onwards. Especially at the
lower judiciary level, entry in the pro-
fession is done through law exams.
Here we find that the women numbers’
are actually increasing. Take the case of
Rajasthan. The percentage of women
who cleared the exams is greater than
the boys. But for those who have
cleared the exam and have entered judi-
ciary will take time to rise. Now with
the CJI exhorting women to fight for
their rights this is something to take
notice of. It should be made compulsory
that no list of judges should be cleared
till some women are in it.’’

Justice Manohar adds optimistically:
“This year is the 100th year of women
joining the legal profession. The Alla -
habad High Court took the lead and
changed history by enrolling Cornelia
Sorabji as the first Indian Lady ‘vakil’
of the Allahabad High Court on August
24, 1921. In the first 50 years only one
women High Court judge was appoint-
ed, in the next 50 years, 70-75 women
judges were inducted. So things are
progressing. We can’t be satisfied with
tokenism. If more women are in col-
legiums, it will become easier for more
women to get recognised.”

Now that a series of decisions has
been being made by the collegium on
the appointment of women judges, does
this signal a policy change of the col-
legiums? Will this policy change perco-
late down? Justice Patil says: “The col-

- ow erom dnim ni evah dluohs muigel
men representation, then only things
will improve. In judiciary, integrity and
merit are important and can’t be com-

- ow ,lauqe era sgniht lla fI .desimorp
men judges can be chosen. There are
more women lawyers today than ever
before. This pool should be depended
on for choosing more judge candidates.
Earlier seniority was the norm. Now
with women judges being appointed, a
new trend has started. From among
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from the Bar or having age at their
side. They also have aspiration at all
levels. The women bring a very special
experience to the table. That has to be
kept in mind,” she says.

But should the Constitution be
amended for the legal framework to be
in place for women reservation in judi-
ciary. Justice Manohar says: “I don’t
think that the there is any need to am -
end the Constitution. There is no need
for women to have reservation. Women
can do well without reservation. Give
them a fair playing field and work with
them without bias or prejudice. There
is no shortage of talented women. We
have to allow them to work.”

Justice Patil is also against constitu-
tional amendments. He says: “Reser -
vation is a complicated and difficult
issue. The issue of reservation of one
third seats in Parliament has not been
achieved after even a decade. Definitely
there should be more representation
of women in the judiciary but not
through reservation. It should be ach -
ieved by conscious decisions taken by
the judiciary. There is no constitutional
position that there should be represen-

tation of judges from all the states, but
a convention is followed by the judici-
ary in this regard.

“Similarly, a view must be taken that
women must be properly represented in
the higher judiciary. For this, a change
of mindset is also needed. If conscious
decision is taken, it can be achieved
over a period of time. However, if one
enters the arena of constitutional
amendments, so many issues will arise
and the issue will get stalled. The basic
issue is change of mindset. A change of
collegium’s policy is needed both at the
Supreme Court and High Court levels.
More preference should be given to
women. A good begi nning has been
made and we have four women judges
in the apex court today. Gradually, the
numbers will increase. Now there is a
need for an aggressive approach.”

According to the India Justice
Report, the overall representa-
tion of women has improved in

20 states at the level of subordinate
court judges. Over a two-year period,
on an average, the share of women
judges in the High Courts increased

Shobha Gupta, senior advocate at the SC, says that the number of female candidates
considered for judgeship is a fraction of their male counterparts. It is a systemic

problem. Women should be considered for appointments.
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the new appointees, one will become a
CJI. In due course of time, women will
automatically come into collegiums and
will impact the women recruitment
process.”

Another survey report says that
women judges who are inducted
as magistrates are subject to

transfer every three years. This disturbs
their life and adversely impacts their
professional commitments. Despite
such challenges, women are persisting
on. Justice Kaur says: “Today we find
that the women are well determined.
The numbers may be small but they are
a strong willed and ambitious lot. After
choosing their profession, they have
dedicated themselves to it and are per-
forming well. Now it is the responsibili-
ty of the collegiums to make the dream
of CJI a reality. The current momentum
should be maintained by the successive
collegiums. The Supreme Court col-
legium should make its intent clear and
only then it will be followed up by col-
legiums of lower courts. The collegiums
should consult the women judges in
this matter.” 

There is a crying need for more

women participation in the Bar. Only
two percent of the elected representa-
tives in the state bar councils are
women. Gupta says: “We don’t want any
favours. We don’t even want positive
discrimination. The women should be
considered for appointments. The ratio
of women candidates should be proper.” 

Merit-wise women judges are at par
with their men counterparts. As to the
question of who is a better judge, men

or women, there is no straight answer.
Justice Patil replies with a characteris-
tic wit: “Women judges are stricter on
imposing punishment. There are tough
women and gentle men; and there are
gentle women and tough men. It
changes from person to person. It’s my
personal view.”

Justice Manohar has seen many
generation of women judicial officers.
She says: “Gone are the days when
women were thought totally unfit for
the profession. They were thought to
be incompetent, were discriminated
against and harassed. Things are much
better now. I find many able and com-
petent women; and when these bright
women perform, they become an inspi-
ration for many others as well. Now
women have reached a takeoff stage.”

Clearly, today, patriarchy or male
dominance is in the dock. A change of
mindset of collegiums and male judi-
cial counterparts is being demanded.
Slowly but steadily, a social change is
happening in the judiciary. Maybe in
the years to come the “old boys club”
will be no more and a more equitable
gender order will rise.

PATRIARCHAL MINDSET
The representation of women in the judiciary
has definitely improved, but the glass ceiling
is still intact 

Spotlight/ India Legal Show

Meenakshi Arora, a senior advocate at the SC, says that the number of women in
judiciary is small despite the fact that there are enough women for proper representa-

tion. Women must rise from the ranks as Justice Bela Trivedi. 
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 Covid-19 will accelerate the judiciary’s transformation but it needs to 
embrace the change at a faster pac e

 In the US, case disposal rates have remained relatively high, according to 
our special report, and offers a model for Indian courts
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Member, National Human Rights Commission
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Soli Jehangir Sorabjee, the eminent jurist, who rose to become India’s 
highest law officer, is also well-known for championing human rights. In a n 

exclusive interview to India Legal, he talks about the migrants’ plight, 
judicial activism and the Supreme Cour t
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The apex court has so far heard more than 7,000 cases during the three-mont h 
lockdown—far more than other top courts in the world—official figures show. 
The e-courts experiment seems to be on track but it is still a work in progress
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HE American economy has
survived by the skin of its
teeth, till December. Sta ring
at a massive default, some-
thing that could have shak-
en the foundations of not

only the American economy, but the
world in general, the US Senate, its
up per house, finally voted 50-48 to pass
a bill that will increase the country’s
debt limit by $480bn. That should
cover ex penses—debt servicing and oth -
er iss ues—till early December. All this
happened just two weeks ahead of
the abyss.

This is a typical American disease, if
one might say so, but this time the coun-
try was also staring at a possible credit
rating downgrade. Credit rating agencies
had threatened to do so. When these
things happen in countries such as Ar -
gen tina and Greece, there are rarely any
eyebrows raised. Instead, there are
smiles and “I told you so” quotes from
experts. This time it loomed large over
the largest economy in the world. The
payments are due by October 18, and
with Congress initially not agreeing to
further raise the country’s borrowing
cap, the country’s treasury was left won-
dering where it would get the money to
service its $28.43 trillion debt. Possi -
bilities existed that the world might
slide into a deep gloom, otherwise called
a recession. 

For the record, the entire US gross
domestic product (GDP) was $20.93

trillion last year.
Why is a country’s sovereign credit

rating so important? The definition is
interesting: “A sovereign credit rating is
an independent assessment of the credit
worthiness of a country or sovereign
entity. It can give investors insights into
the level of risk associated with investing
in the debt of a particular country, in -
cluding any political risk.”

An AA+ rating—one that S&P still
has on the US—indicates stable outlook.
This means that investors look at it as a
positive sign of raising funds, of invest-
ing, and banks and other financial insti-
tutions will love working in this atmos-
phere, with a stable government and
economy. The monies keep circulating
and bonds are sold. Sovereign ratings
start at AAA and end in D.

For India, for example, as per S&P
Global Ratings, the country’s sovereign
rating “will remain unchanged at the
current level of BBB- for the next two
years.” This means that India’s credit rat-
ing is still investment grade, but there is
a certain degree of risk associated with
investments into this market. Therefore,
when India wants to raise funds from
the international market, this rating will
force India to pay a higher interest rate
than, say, the US will have to pay for the
same level and kind of loan. Also, India
bonds will generate less interest in world
markets, whatever the promised return.
Such ratings also have a great impact on
how, when and where the FDI flows.
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The height of
debt, US style
The recent stalemate in America over its debt crisis has been
solved, but it is a temporary band-aid and the issue could one
day impact global economy in a major way

T

S&P gives a BBB- or higher rating to
countries it considers investment grade,
and grades of BB+ or lower are deemed
to be speculative or “junk” grade.
Moody’s considers a Baa3 or higher rat-
ing to be of investment grade, and a rat-
ing of Ba1 and below is speculative.

Currently there are 11 countries with
the top AAA credit rating from S&P in
2021. They are: Germany, Australia,
Canada, Switzerland, Denmark, Liech -
ten stein, Luxembourg, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden and Singapore. Accor -
ding to Fitch, China has an A+ rating,
which is “Outlook Stable”.

So what was happening in the US?
Politics, of course. To put it simply, the
US spends more than it earns. Way
more, actually. And since the greenback
is still the world’s reserve currency, the
country’s bonds are in demand across
boundaries and this is what funds its
huge spending budgets. However, each
dollar thus earned, comes with an IOU
attached. And that exponentially grow-
ing debt has to be serviced every year. So
the US, technically, takes another loan to
pay an earlier loan. For smaller financial
dealings—from households to even large
companies—this is a sure recipe for dis-
aster. But the US has been doing this for
a while now, and arguments rage as to
how long this can continue.

When the current administration
wan ted more loans to be raised, the De -
mo crats had said no to a simple majority
passing such a resolution. It got stuck
there, because in the absence of a resolu-
tion no further debt could be added.
This also meant that there would have
been no money to pay the interest on the
humongous amount of loans that the
government had already taken.

Had the government failed to pay its
dues, the rating agencies would have had
to statutorily downgrade the country’s
sovereign credit rating. That would

AVOIDING A HISTORIC DEFAULT
(Left) The US Senate has agreed to increase
the nation's debt limit by $480bn till early
December; (below) the Federal Reserve is
the central bank of the US
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(quick profit booking before exit) that
could potentially wipe out $15 trillion in
household wealth. This will result in a
spike in interest rates on mortgages,
consumer loans and business debts.

The overall doom will affect all, De -
mocrats and Republicans. That was one
reason why this imbroglio did not last,

- eD ?siht fo emag dne eht si tahw tub
mocratic Senate leader Chuck Schu mer
had warned that the country was “flirt-
ing with a disastrous downgrade in its
credit rating” and President Joe Biden
had told reporters there was a “real pos-
sibility” of changing the rules in Cong -
ress to circumvent Republicans.

THE INDIA PICTURE
India’s debt situation isn’t good either.
But, then, the Coronavirus pandemic has
pushed most economies to the wall. The
IMF’s January 2021 Fiscal Monitor
Update showed that global public debt
has risen to 98 per cent of GDP (higher
by 14 percentage points from the same
report, October 2019). This was primari-
ly due to additional spending, forgone
revenue and liquidity support. These, as
we can understand, were all emergency
measures to pull economies out of the
pandemic-induced slump. The debt situ-
ation was varied. Between advanced,
emerging and middle income and low
income developing countries, they were
123%, 63.3 % and 48.5% of their GDPs,

- ser ,slevel cimednap-erP .ylevitcepser
pec tively, were 105.2 per cent, 54.2 per
cent and 43 per cent.

In India the public debt ratio rose to
89% from the pre-pandemic level of
72%. There is worldwide scepticism
about India’s ability to service this debt.
As of end-March 2021, the Reserve
Bank of India concedes, India’s external
debt was pegged at $570 billion. It was
an increase of $11.5 billion over its level

have started a domino effect in the finan-
cial markets, which could have grown so
large that 2008 would have returned in
nightmares.

HOW DID IT GET TO THIS POINT?
Truth be told, this is nothing new to the
US. It has done this over and over
again—this artificial debt ceiling was cre-
ated to impose fiscal discipline on law-
makers. Some other countries have very
high debt ceilings, others, such as Japan,
do not have any. But that ceiling has
changed (upped) by Congress 98 times
since the end of World War II and 17
times since 2001.

As of now, both the Republicans
and the Democrats have been responsi-
ble for this imbroglio. For example, as
per Moody’s analytics quoted in the
media, early in the Trump administra-
tion, about $1.8 trillion was added to the
nation’s debt as huge tax cuts were
passed by a Republican-controlled Cong -
ress. Then, last year, both parties agreed
to pass ab out $3 trillion in spending for
the Covid-19 pandemic. As if that was
not enough, Biden has pushed through
another round of Coro na virus relief
worth about $1.9 trillion.

These were political imperatives and
it was quite evident then—and this corre-
spondent, too, had written about that, as

well as about a $1.2 trillion infra push to
boot—that funding all these will be a
problem. To fund these, sovereign bonds
will have to be sold on the market, in the
US and abroad. In the case of a down-
grade in credit rating, buyers would have
shied away from such bonds that will
carry difficult ticket rates. Unsold sover-
eign bonds are like a shop in a fire sale
failing to push out stock. That’s a com-
plete fiasco.

Such political imbroglios had result-
ed in the first ever downgrade of the sov-
ereign rating of the US in 2011. The
economy had handled its matters well
thereafter, coming back from the brink
several times, as Congress agreed to
raise the debt level. This time the issue
had gotten stuck in a deeper hole.

Moreover, the projection about the
domestic economy wasn’t healthy. Acc -
ording to a Moody’s Analytics report
(a warning, really) a 4% decline in eco-
nomic activity is seen, combined with
the loss of almost 6 million jobs, an un -
employment rate of close to 9%. As of
October 4, 2021, India’s overall unem-
ployment rate was 6.75%, with an 8.38%
urban and 6% rural unemployment rate.
And we all know what the economic sit-
uation of India is at the moment.

If such things happen in the US,
there will ensue a panic sale of stocks

Half of Japan’s debt is owned by the Bank
of Japan (left). According to the bank, by
the end of 2019, Japan’s debt stood at
1,328,000,000,000,000 yen, which is
equivalent to around $12.2 trillion. 

Debt Default In Countries/ Sujit BharPrima
Facie
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at end-March 2020. However, against
this, India now has a healthy set of for-
eign currency assets (FCA). India’s FCAs
accounted for the bulk of growth (in for-
eign currency reserves) during late
March, rising $8.213 billion to $579.813
billion.

HOW DOES JAPAN SURVIVE?
Japan is a strange case in point. The fig-
ures, even compared to the US, are
mind-boggling. As of this fiscal, Japan’s
public debt is estimated to be approxi-
mately $13.11 trillion (1.4 quadrillion
yen), or 266% of Japan’s GDP. This is
the highest of any developed nation.

However, the case of Japan is quali-
tatively different from that of the US or
any other country for that matter. The
first thing that strikes
observers is that almost
all of this debt is
denominated in Japan's
own currency, the yen.
And the more quizzical
issue is that about half
of all this debt is owned
(as assets) by the central
bank, the Bank of Japan
(BOJ). While the BOJ is
essentially an auto no -
mous body, being a cen-
tral banker, it is actually
part of the same gov-
ernment that is issuing
the debt.

This year itself—and the Olympics
has had no little effect on that—Japan
added nearly $2 trillion to its debt
mountain. The main debt was to service
huge spending by the government for
stimulus packages to cushion the im pact
of the pandemic.

So how does this system function?
First, the Japan bonds have extremely
low yields. That helps avoid default, be -
cause servicing them when payment is
due is easier. But, then, isn’t it also an
issue that very low yield bonds will gen-
erate very low interest among buyers?
That is where the BOJ comes in.

Before trying to untie that knot, let
us know the exact volume of Japan’s

bubbling debt. According to the BOJ, by
the end of 2019, Japan’s debt stood at
1,328,000,000,000,000 yen, which is
equivalent to around $12.2 trillion. This
may be less than half the US debt in
absolute terms, but if you put this in the
backdrop of the Japanese economy, yen
to yen it is by far the biggest debt pile in
the world. It reached to about 240 per-
cent of the total GDP of the country.
That amount is said to have increased to
around 266% of the GDP.

How did Japan get into this? It was
in the 1990s, with the dot com bubble or
the first internet bubble—on the shoul-
ders of false and sky high valuations of
new dot com companies in an underpre-
pared technical environment—burst,
leading to a financial collapse, allied

with a real estate bubble bursting in the
face of the economy. The stimulus need-
ed huge funding and debt was seen as
the only way out.

Japan, though, had a bigger problem.
Its population was ageing for a while,
and healthcare and social security costs
were only rising. By the end of the
1990s, the 100% of GDP mark was
breached. In two decades, it had crossed
the 200% mark, as per IMF data. Then
came the Olympic Games (a year’s delay
in that also raised cost) and the pan-
demic which pushed the government to
initiate anti-Coronavirus measures
worth 117 trillion yen. The 250% mark
was breached.

How does Japan manage this scary
situation? In its effort to manage the
debt, the country issues bonds known as
JGBs. These are the bonds with ultra
low yields. And the BOJ eats these up in
very large quantities. The bank had been
pushed to remove its own self-imposed
ceiling on buying JGBs. It now holds
more than half of all JGBs.

Understandably, this legal round-
tripping holds the price of the JGBs
steady on the open market. Technically,
the government is now being funded by
the bank with ultra low or even negative
interest rates.

What happens to the other half of the
JGBs? This, risk-free bond, is taken up
by private and institutional investors
who at least know that their principal is

secure, even if does not pay.
Then there are those old
people who, unknowingly,
assume this is safe haven
for the future and delve into
government bonds.

Also, with almost 90
percent of the bonds being
sold in the domestic mar-
ket, there is little chance of
international exposure and
allied risks to filter through.

Japan also has a buffer.
Japan's foreign currency
reserves are at $1.4 trillion
now, plus Japanese overseas
assets held by private par-

ties have reached some 10 trillion yen
($95.20 billion), according to the
National Tax Agency.

Such accounting complexities and
low (or even negative) growth may not
be appreciated by the US, but even with
the greenback backing its efforts, experts
feel there has to be a limit to the borrow-
ing. Deficit budgeting may prop growth
and hence higher fiscal velocity, but to
really address this, there has to be huge
belt tightening, a prospect neither the
Democrats nor the Republicans will like.

Till then, each American will be
liable to pay more than his/her due in
blood and tears for the country. That is
nationalism at its best, perhaps. 

LOOMING CRISIS India’s debt situation isn’t good either. The RBI has a
tough task at hand, helping India overcome a huge debt burden



Column/ Extrajudicial Confinement                             Shaan Katari Libby

EPTEMBER 11 is etched in
the minds of a certain gen-
eration. I remember being
woken in California, swit -
ching on the TV in my liv-
ing room and watching

that second plane in real time on televi-
sion and wondering sleepily if it was
some kind of replay they had managed
to film before it dawned on us all that
this was a second plane and this was
no accident.

Together with the subsequent attacks
on the Pentagon these attacks left just
under 3,000 people dead that day, and
the war against terror was in the works.
This resulted in unprecedented protests

across the US, with crowds thronging
our downtown San Francisco office (I
worked for the British government then).
They stopped us everyday, pleading
with us to get Prime Minister Tony Blair
to “talk some sense” into US Presi dent
George W Bush and not go to war
against Iraq.

The war on terror happened as we all
know—on both Iraq (pre-emptive doc-
trine) and Afghanistan (retaliative). In

- imda hsuB eht ,skcatta eht fo ekaw eht
nistration submitted to Congress a draft
legislation designed to expand the pow-
ers of the government to conduct surveil-
lance, investigate and detain suspected
terrorists and the ability to seek Court

orders to conduct eavesdropping of wire-
less/electronic communication.  

Guantanamo Bay, an extrajudicial site
leased from Cuba, was opened in 2002,
to hold members of al-Qaida and alleged
accomplices of the perpetrators of the
9/11 attacks. This was soon populated
with detainees—not charged—but
detained. This form of custody for an
alleged crime is carried out without any
legal process in place.

There is nothing new about this con-
cept. Politically repressive regimes em -
ploy these methods as a matter of course.
The Soviet Union used extrajudicial pun-
ishment by administrative means as part
of state policy. Soviet Bloc secret police
and Latin American dictatorships have
regularly used it to kill enemies. Re-edu-
cation was the method employed in
China—they would detain persons for
petty crimes and give them labour sen-
tences (administrative via the police
rather than judicial).

While we may not be all that sur-
- me seirtnuoc eseht fo raeh ot desirp

ploying these tactics, having the US—the
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A Common
Form of Torture
Alka Pradhan, an American human rights attorney who represented
a Guantanamo Bay detainee, feels that extrajudicial custody and
interrogation are becoming more common around the world

DEMANDING FAIR HEARING
(Below, L-R) Defence attorney Alka Pradhan
is fighting for 9/11 prisoner, Ammar
al-Baluchi, a detainee at Guantanamo Bay

S
NOT CHARGED BUT DETAINED
Guantanamo Bay was opened to hold mem-
bers of al-Qaida and alleged accomplices of
the perpetrators of the 9/11 attacks

accused alleged conspirators, Ammar
al-Baluchi. 

Prior to reaching Guantanamo, Balu -
chi was at a “black site”. These are clan-
destine jails where prisoners are general-
ly not charged with a crime, and have no
legal recourse/bail/court order. A black
site, as the name suggests, is an under-
cover operation where an unacknowl-
edged operation is underway.

On Radio 4’s Art Now, both Pradhan
and the accused Ammar spoke about
“walling” and this was elaborated upon
at the meeting. This process involves

placing a towel around his neck and then
slamming his head into a wall. Not only
was Ammar subject to this “technique”,
he was also used for training by novice
guards and they then asked him ques-
tions. James Mitchell, the very propo-
nent of this method, said that this was
excessive. Seven years on, an MRI con-
firmed the effects on the brain.
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land of hope and glory and of liberty
and freedom—resorting to extrajudicial
means gives everyone the signal that
this is somehow acceptable.

Enter Alka Pradhan, the defence
attorney fighting for a 9/11 pris-
oner, Ammar al-Baluchi (Ali Ab -

dul Aziz Ali), in the case of set atS detinU
vs Khalid Sheikh Mohammed et al—one
of the five alleged prisoners. She was
for merly with the NGO Reprieve and in
2014, her team sued the US government
over force-feeding techniques used on

detainees at Guantanamo Bay. The
pri son has become a thorn in the
side of Washington, accused of illegal
detention, human rights violations
and torture.

Alka Pradhan was in a documentary
that provided a rare look inside Guanta -
namo Bay: Johanna Hamilton’s “The
Trial”. She has questioned why a military
commission was created and why the
US government chose to treat them as
“combatants”; terrorist suspects are usu-
ally classed as criminals. Also, a law
passed in 2011 prevents anyone detained

from Guantanamo Bay from coming to
America, even if you are found innocent
of any crime.

When I spoke to Pradhan last week at
a Rotary Club of Madras event, she iss -
ued a disclaimer at the start: “Nothing
said here is the view of the US Depart -
ment of Defence.” She then explained
how it came about that she had moved
to working for the US Government with
the Department of Defence and the in -
creased security clearance this gave her
and additional opportunities/budget to
visit her client, one of the five 9/11

When The Mauritanian was first published as Guantánamo Diary in 2015, Mohamedou Ould Slahi was still imprisoned at the
detainee camp in Guantánamo Bay despite a federal court ordering his release. In October 2016, he was finally released. 
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uncle was Khalid Sheikh Mohammed,
the mastermind of 9/11, and this is the
weakest point.

If we contrast here the Nuremberg
trials, the most historic war crimes tri-
bunal ever held, Ben Forenz, the prose-
cutor, has spoken about these at length
and described how he put into evidence
all the written notes available about
what they (the Nazis) had done. He
affirmed the rule of law, and all the for-
mer Nazis on trial were found guilty and
hanged. Forenz went on to help set up
the International Criminal Court in
The Hague.

When asked if extrajudicial custody
and interrogation are becoming more
common around the world, Pradhan’s
response was that this is not new but the
public way in which it has been done
and the refusal to back off has encour-
aged people around the world. In Africa,
the CIA has trained militias, China has
camps of Uighers—we (the US) can’t say
anything as there is no moral ground to
stand on at the moment—says Pradhan.

—The writer is a barrister-at-law,
Honourable Society of Lincoln’s

Inn, UK, and a leading advocate in
Chennai. With research inputs from

Jumanah Kader
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She accepted that there are reactions
of horror and revulsion at her choosing
to defend someone who is reviled, and
considered an enemy of the State, but
she spoke about the importance of a
Defence Bar who can actually guarantee
that those accused get a fair hearing. A
fair hearing includes access to all evi-
dence that the prosecution has.

Pradhan believes the treatment the
detainees are receiving is related to their
skin colour. She has said in the past: “If
we had white guys from, you know,
France being held, I remain convinced
they would not have been tortured, I
don’t think”. “I don’t think they would
have founded an entirely different legal
system for them.” 

Anyone who has studied law or
just society would agree with this
assessment. There are simply too

many disparities in the treatment meted
out. The international norms, she points
out, are that countries do not execute
those they have tortured. The Geneva
Convention 1950 mentions that Priso -
ners of War (PoW) must never receive
any form of violence, torture, degrading
treatment and so on. The reason for clas-
sifying these detainees as something
other than PoWs becomes clearer if the
CIA was planning to torture detainees to
extract information. 

As far as the extrajudicial confine-
ment of Ammar-al-Baluchi is concerned,
the pre-trial procedure has taken nine
years and counting; one wonders if the
actual trial will ever begin. She main-
tains that she does not believe there is
any real evidence the government has

that is not tainted by his torture. This
then begs the question: why continue to
hold him?

The future of Guantanamo remains
up in the air. President Joe Biden has
vowed to close it, but there are still 39
detainees living there and it is unclear
what will be done with them. The issue
with closure now is that even if they are
no longer enemy combatants, nobody
wants them. Military Commissions have
presumptions of innocence eviscerated.
Backing out of the 9/11 trials is also
extremely politically sensitive. This is a
show trial and the show must go on.

When The Mauritanian was first
published as Guantánamo Diary in
2015—heavily redacted by the US gov-
ernment—Mohamedou Ould Slahi was
still imprisoned at the detainee camp in
Guantánamo Bay despite a federal court
ordering his release. And it was unclear
when or if he would ever see freedom. In
October 2016, he was finally released
and reunited with his family. During his
14-year imprisonment, the US never
charged him with a crime.

As for the charges faced by Ammar
are concerned, transfer of funds was
never a death penalty crime, nor is it
clear what the funds were intended for.
What he knew and when is the question
to be addressed. The trouble is that his

FAINT HOPE
US President Joe Biden has vowed to close
the Guantanamo Bay 

LONG INCARCERATION
The US never charged Mohamedou Ould
Slahi with a crime while he was detained at
Guantanamo Bay

Column/ Extrajudicial Confinement/ Shaan Katari Libby

On Radio 4’s Art Now, both Alka Pradhan
and the accused Ammar al-Baluchi spoke

about “walling”. The process involves
placing a towel around his neck and then

slamming his head into a wall.

wikipedia.org



Supreme Court/ Covid-19/ Ex-gratia Payment

HE centre recently in for -
med the Supreme Court
that the families of those
who died due to Covid-19
will receive Rs 50,000 as
ex-gratia compensation.

The assistance will also be given to fam-
ilies of those who died of the virus due
to their involvement in Covid-19 relief
operations or activities associated with
the pandemic. The central government
announced that the states will give this
amount from the State Disaster Res -
ponse Fund (SDRF). The National Di -
sas ter Management Authority (NDMA)
came up with the guidelines regarding
compensation after instructions from
the apex court.

The ex-gratia assistance will be given
subject to the cause of the death being
certified as Covid-19 under the guide-
lines issued by the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare and Indian Council
of Medical Research (ICMR). According
to the procedure, families seeking com-
pensation will have to apply to the disas-
ter management office of the respective
districts. Along with the application, the
certificate mentioning “death due to
corona” and the medical certificate will

have to be submitted.
For many victims, it seems like a pal-

try amount. A plea had been filed in the
Supreme Court seeking Rs 4 lakh as
ex-gratia payment to the families. How -
ever, the centre said that paying Rs 4
lakh as compensation to each victim’s
family was not possible as it will dry up
SDRF funds. The apex court had then
ruled that compensation must be paid to
the families and the amount will be
decided by the centre. 

The Supreme Court in its June 30
order had directed NDMA to recom-
mend within six weeks the guidelines
for ex-gratia assistance to family mem-
bers of persons who died due to Covid-
19. On September 3, the Court had
expressed displeasure over the delay in
framing of guidelines for issuance of
death certificates to families. It had
asked the centre to file a detailed com-
pliance affidavit by September 11 while

hearing the petition filed by lawyer-
cum-petitioner Gaurav Kumar Bansal
seeking ex-gratia compensation for
those family members, whose kith and
kin died due to the pandemic.

Following this, the centre filed an
affidavit and said that it had laid down
guidelines for the issuance of Covid-19
death certificates. As per the affidavit,
deaths occurring due to poisoning, sui-
cide, homicide and accident, among oth-
ers, will not be considered as Covid-19
deaths, even if Covid-19 is an accompa-
nying condition. The top court had then
expressed its reservation on excluding
suicide deaths from the scope of Covid-
19 death categorisation. The guidelines
also stated that the death of Covid-19
patients who spent more than 30 days
in hospital will also be treated as
Covid-19 deaths. 

The centre submitted that in compli-
ance with the directions of the Supreme
Court, the Ministry of Health and Fa -
mily Welfare (MoHFW) and ICMR on
September 3, 2021, have jointly issued
guidelines for the issuance of an “official
document” for Covid-19-related deaths.
The affidavit, attached with a NDMA
notification, said: “The Authority rec-
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Too Little,
Too Late
The apex court had asked NDMA to recommend
guidelines for ex-gratia assistance to family
members of persons who died due to Covid-19.
Later, it expressed displeasure over the delay in
framing guidelines for issuance of death 
certificates to the affected families. Now, the
government has taken a U-turn and responded  

T

All credit goes to the Supreme Court for
the newly announced compensation
assistance as the government was in

complete denial regarding Covid-19
deaths caused by the lack of oxygen. 

underlying reason for several deaths. We
owe it to those who lost their lives to be
transparent about what were the proxi-
mate causes of these deaths, fix account-
ability and work on ensuring that such a
scenario never recurs in our health sys-
tem. Oxygen shortage was undeniably a
direct factor in causing numerous
deaths. It is not limited to hospitals, but
even patients who were stranded in
homes and struggling to get admission
in hospitals were affected. There is a
reality that cannot be erased from public
memory—of hospital owners making
daily appeals for oxygen supplies to
media and courts and sharing death
tolls due to oxygen running out.”

A number of doctors, who were on
duty during the peak of the second
wave, recounted that many patients with
Covid-19 waited endlessly outside hospi-
tals due to lack of oxygen-supported
beds. Doctors, who were working in the
wards had a different story to tell. Some
of the patients even died while waiting
in ambulances. “We had patients dying
due to oxygen shortage during the crisis.
Ventilators and C-PAP machines were
not able to deliver the required amount
of oxygen because of short supply,” said
a government doctor in RML Hospital
Lucknow. Another doctor pointed out
that a few patients died of hypoxic
brain injuries caused by a shortfall in
oxygen supply.

India has so far reported more than
4,45,000 Covid-19-related deaths, of
which the majority were reported dur-
ing the disastrous second wave of the
pandemic. The fact remains that
Rs 50,000 will hardly compensate for
the death of a loved one due to Covid-19
or shortage of oxygen supply. Shortage
of funds is a poor excuse.    

—By Abhilash Kumar Singh and
India Legal News Service
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ommends an amount of Rs 50,000 per
deceased person, including those invol -
ved in relief operations or associated in
preparedness activities, subject to cause
of death being certified as Covid-19.”

The ex-gratia assistance announced
by the centre has not been limited to
the Covid-19 deaths that took place in
the first and second waves of the pan-
demic. “The ex gratia assistance to fam-
ilies affected by Covid-19 deaths will
continue to be provided for deaths that
may occur in future phases of the Co -
vid-19 pandemic as well, or until fur-
ther notification,” NDMA said in the
notification.

All these developments may be con-
sidered as a U-turn by the central gov-
ernment. Earlier, the centre had
claimed in the Rajya Sabha that lack of
oxygen did not lead to the death of
Covid-19 patients. 

For the newly announced compen-
sation assistance, all credit goes
to the Supreme Court since the

government was in complete denial
regarding Covid-19 deaths caused by
the lack of oxygen. It was the Supreme
Court which showed its displeasure

against the central government’s atti-
tude towards the Covid-19 situation. 

In an interview to India Legal, Am -
buj Dixit, the youth leader co-heading
the legal cell of the Indian Youth Cong -
ress and also its spokesperson, said:
“The statement made in Parliament that
there were no deaths reported by states
due to oxygen shortage is surprising and
horrific. It is well documented that oxy-
gen stock-outs were a trigger and a key

“...Oxygen shortage was a direct factor in
causing numerous deaths. It was not lim-

ited to hospitals, but even affected
patients who were stranded in homes...” 

—Ambuj Dixit, spokesperson, Indian
Youth Congress 

NOT ENOUGH
The ex-gratia amount of Rs 50,000 to families
of people who died due to Covid-19 will
hardly compensate for the loss of loved ones 
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Belgium has become the first country in
the world to fund abortions for women

who are unable to access procedures be -
cause of their country’s abortion laws. The
move by the Belgian government is mainly
aimed at Poland which has recently tight-
ened the nation’s already highly restrictive
abortion laws (see protests below), leading
to the largest pro tests in the country since
the collapse of communism. 

Under the new laws, it is now illegal to

have an abortion in cases where there are
foetal defects. Before that, although termi-
nating a pregnancy has long been illegal in
Poland, foetal abnormalities were one of
the exceptions where an abortion was per-
mitted, along with cases of rape, incest, or
where the mother’s life is at risk. 

The Belgian government stepped in and
declared that it will provide financial sup-
port for women who are forced to make the
trip from Poland to another country to have
their pregnancy terminated. Belgium’s min-
ister of health announced that they will

provide €10,000 funding to
Abortion without Borders,
an organisation that delivers
financial help and advice for
people in Poland seeking an
abortion. 

The Belgian government
encourages people in Poland
to travel to Belgi um to access
them, but also provides funds
to cover the costs of abortion
and travel.

Good Neighbour

Some countries are considering
easing coronavirus lockdowns to

reopen their borders. They are wor-
ried by reports that international
tourist numbers could fall by up to
80%, according to the World Tou -
rism Organization. Many countries
are starting to think about how to
restart an engine vital to their econo -
mies—tourism. 

In a normal year, which are the
most visited destinations? France
heads the list being the world’s num-
ber one destination for international
tourists (below), with almost 90 mil-
lion tourist arrivals in 2018. Spain
came in second with over 82 million
visitors that year while the United
States (US), China and Italy com-
plete the top five. 

However, these countries are also
among the hardest-hit by Covid-19,
with the US, Italy, France and Spain
(along with the United Kingdom and
Brazil) recording the world’s highest
number of confirmed coronavirus
deaths. “Countries reliant on tourism
have seen ‘particularly large’ disrup-
tions,” according to the International
Monetary Fund.

- an detisiv tsom evif pot eht fO
tions, Spain will be feeling the heat—
international tourists spend about
$81 billion in the country annually.
That’s over 16% of its total exports,
while the same figure is below 10%
for France and Italy. Those numbers
pale in comparison to Saint Lucia,
though, where international tourism
receipts make up more than 81% of
total exports. Globally, the tourism
industry accounts for 10% of GDP
and jobs.

peppers, to help pinpoint the nerve sen-
sors that respond to heat, the Nobel
Committee said. Patapoutian, of Scripps
Research Institute at La Jolla, California,
found pressure-sensitive sensors in cells
that respond to mechanical
stimulation. 

“This really unlocks one
of the secrets of nature,”
said Thomas Perlmann,
secretary-general of the
committee, in announcing
the winners. “It’s actually
something that is crucial
for our survival, so it’s a
very important and pro-
found discovery,” he added. 

Fiona Boissonade, a pain specialist,
said the Nobel laureates’ work was espe-
cially relevant for the one in five people
globally that suffer from chronic pain,
including from arthritis, migraines and

chronic back problems, adding: “Their
research may lead us to identify new com-
pounds that are effective in treating pain
that don’t come with the devastating
impact of opioids,” which have spawned a

crisis of addiction across
the world. 

Many scientists believe
that Julius’ and Patapou -
tian’s work will likely help
doctors better treat pain that
is caused by things like
extreme temperatures and
chemical burns. Patapou -
tian, who was born in
Lebanon, is paid by the

Howard Hughes Medical Institute, which
also supports The Associated Press’ Health
and Science Department. Julius is an
HHMI trustee. The award comes with a
gold medal and 10 million Swedish kronor
(over $1.14 million).

Tourism’s Travails

The long-awaited Window 11 is
here, sort of. The new upgrade

from Microsoft rolled out recently,
but for a limited number of users.
The rest of us may have to wait a
while. Reviews say that the one
thing that immediately stands out is
that the start menu and taskbar are
now centered on the bottom of the
screen, rather than aligned to the
left by default. The rest of the up -
grade may not be that obvious to
casual or mainstream users. 

Microsoft is making Windows

11 available on a rolling basis as a
free upgrade to most Windows 10
users. If you have Windows 8,
you’ll have to get the free upgrade
to Windows 10 first, then upgrade
to Windows 11. Windows 10 start-
ed out with favourable reviews
and has remained in everyone’s
good graces. 

The idea of paying separately
for a computer operating system is
basically extinct. With its own
taskbar button, the new widgets
are easy to find. Hit the button
and a semi-transparent panel pops
out from the left edge of the
screen. It has, by default, widgets
for weather, your Outlook calen-
dar, photos you may have in
OneDrive, a To Do list and a few
others. You can customise the list.
Below that is a newsfeed that’s pret-
ty basic; lots of sports, news and
celebrity gossip. 

It is not just the outage that has
affected Facebook, it is also the
outrage caused by a whistleblower,

Frances Haugen, who anonymously
filed a complaint with federal law
enforcement, saying the company she
worked for prioritised profit over allow-
ing posts promoting hate, misinforma-
tion and political unrest. Her complaint
also alleges that Facebook’s Instagram

harms teenage girls. 
What makes Haugen’s
complaints more damag-

ing are the reams of
private Facebook
research she took
when she quit the
company. The doc-

uments appeared
first in The Wall

Street Journal, but
since then, she has tes-

tified before a Congress

committee where she said the social
media giant ignores what’s good for the
public over what was good for Face -
book, basically making more money 

She says she started collecting thou-
sands of pages of confidential research
and data knowing she was quitting but
wanting to go public with her con-
science call. In one, she found the com-
pany took as little as 3-5% of hate and
less than 1% of violence and incitement.
Her most damning statement: “The ver-
sion of Facebook that exists today is
tearing our societies apart and causing
ethnic violence around the world.” 

Haugen spent her three years at
Facebook in a section the company
calls Civic Integrity and it was dissolved
days before the pro-Trump riots at
the Capitol took place and she says
Facebook had a major role to play in
that shameful episode in American
history.

International Briefs
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Opening a New Window

Outage and Outrage

Two scientists have won the first
Nobel Prize announced this year

for their discoveries into how the
human body perceives temperature and
touch, revelations that could lead to
new ways of treating pain or even heart
disease. Americans David Julius and
Ardem Patapoutian (right) separately
identified receptors in the skin that
respond to heat and pressure, and
researchers are working on drugs to tar-
get them. Some hope the discoveries
could eventually lead to pain treatments
that reduce dependence on highly
addictive opioids. The Nobel committee
said their discoveries gets at “one of the
great mysteries that faces humanity”:
how we sense our environment.

Julius, from the University of
California at San Francisco, used cap-
saicin, the active component in chili

Gain for Pain



Environment/ Supreme Court Verdicts

N June, 2021, when the Ministry of
Environment, challenged the order
of the National Green Tribunal
(NGT) finding faults with a govern-
ment notification of 2017 diluting
effluent discharge norms for se -

wage treatment plants, the Supreme
Court chastised the ministry, telling it to
“act like a Ministry for Environment”.
The apex court bemoaned the fact that
environmental standards had been con-
stantly diluted in the recent past and
refused to grant a stay on the NGT order.
In another landmark judgment passed
on August 31, 2021, the Court refused to

interfere with the judgment of the Alla -
habad High Court, directing the demoli-
tion of twin towers constructed by real
estate major Supertech in Noida, in con-
travention of environmental and other
building bye-laws.

The objective of environmental laws
is basically to conserve, sustain and
manage the environment so that life
remains sustainable. The Constitution
casts an obligation on the State to pro-
tect and improve the environment, to
protect and improve the natural environ-
ment, in cluding forests, wildlife, rivers
and lakes, and also have compassion for

living creatures. 
- mA noitutitsnoC dn24 eht ot roirP

endment, forests and wildlife were on
the State List. With the enactment of the
Amendment, the subject was included in
the Concurrent List. Article 48A, a
Directive Principle of State Policy, and
Article 51A, both inserted by the 42nd
Amendment, cast an obligation on the
State as well as on citizens to endeavour
to protect and improve the natural envi-
ronment, water bodies and to safeguard
forests and wildlife.

Parliament has enacted laws for pro-
tection and conservation of environment,
wildlife, and prevention of water and air
pollution. Yet, despite a wide array of
environmental laws and India’s declared
commitment to sustainable development
made as early as 1992 at the Rio Confer -
ence, there are wide gaps, omissions,
contraventions and inadequacies in envi-
ronmental governance, leading to pro-
tracted agitations and litigations to con-
serve and preserve the environment.

In MC Mehta vs Union of India
(1984), the Supreme Court issued a
series of directives, banning coal-based
industries in the immediate vicinity of
the Taj Mahal. Directions were also
issued for ensuring traffic management
and creation of a tree belt to insulate the
Taj from pollution. In 1985, in MC
Mehta vs Union of India, the apex Court
directed polluting industries/tanneries to

The Greening 
of the Court

Recent and past judgments by the apex court show
that environmental matters are being taken up with
the seriousness they deserve, with the top court
acting on them decisively
By Devender Singh Aswal
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ACTIVE ROLE
The apex court has
given several landmark
verdicts related to
(clockwise from left) air
pollution, industries
discharging chemical
waste products into
rivers and river pollution    

Union of India and
Another, read proce-
dural guarantees into
Article 21, that is, the
right to information
and community par-
ticipation for protec-
tion of environment
and human health.

Almitra H Patel &
Ors vs Union of India
& Ors comprises a
series of a petitions

made before the Supreme Court in 1996.
It is due to this case that rules were
evolved for the management and han-
dling of hazardous wastes. The handling
of hazardous materials has improved as
a result of this, though much remains to
be done. In MC Mehta vs Union of
India, the same court passed an order in
December 2015 regarding diversion of
commercial vehicles coming from the
adjoining states to bring down pollution
levels in Delhi and also directed that all
manner of commercial taxis run on
CNG, contributing significantly to
reduced vehicular emissions in Delhi.

All these judgments have fostered an
encouraging environmental jurispru-
dence by broadening the horizon of the
right to life and evolving sound princi-
ples like the polluter pays, the precau-
tionary principle, inter-generational
equity, and the public trust principle,
among others. With the dangers of cli-
mate change dangerously evident, saving
the environment is becoming a global
priority, In that sense, Supreme Court
has been ahead of the curve.    

—The author is ex Addl Secretary,
Lok Sabha, and member of the Delhi

Bar Council 
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install sewage treatment plants at their
own cost and discharge treated water in
the river. In yet another case by MC
Mehta, the top court ordered relocation
of hazardous and noxious industries
operating in Delhi and directed manda-
tory conversion of conventional fuel by
compressed natural gas (CNG). In
Subhash Kumar vs State of Bihar (1991),
the apex court held that the right to get
pollution free water and air is a right
under Article 21. Public health and ecol-
ogy were held to be priorities under the
Article 21 of the Constitution. In TN
Godavarman Thirumulkpad case
(1995), the Supreme Court passed or -
ders to the effect that no forests, nation-
al park or wildlife sanctuary can be de-
reserved without its explicit permission
and that no non-forestry activity will be
permitted in a national park or wildlife
sanctuary. It also imposed a complete
ban on movement of cutting trees and
timber from the north eastern states and
felling of trees in the hill states of Utta -
rakhand, Himachal, J&K and the hilly
areas of West Bengal. In MC Mehta vs
Kamalnath (1996), the Court held that
leased forest land, which was situated
on the banks of the River Beas, was
fragile and should not be converted into

private ownership. The Supreme Court
quashed the lease and passed orders for
compensation for restitution of environ-
ment and ecology of the area.

In Indian Council for Enviro-legal
Action Etc case (1996), the top court held
that the industries producing chemicals
like Oleum and Sludge Phosphate which
caused damage to nearby villages were
responsible for the damages on the prin-
ciple of “polluter pays”. In snez itiC erolleV
Welfare Forum case (1996), the apex
court observed that the river Palar was
the main source for drinking and ba -
thing for the people nearby and granted
relief sought by the petitioners.

The Supreme Court also under-
scored the need for maintaining
an ecological balance in Narmada

Bachao Andolan vs Union of India
(2000). In KM Chinnappan and TN
Thirmalpad vs Union of India (2002),
the apex court ruled that the “the State
and the citizens are under obligation to
protect and improve the environment,
including forests, lakes, rivers, wildlife
and to have compassion for living crea-
tures”.  The same court in its judgement
in Research Foundation for Science
Technology National Resource Policy vs

UNI



Focus/ Sale and Supply Of Beer/ Cartelisation

S rightly pronounced by
Adam Smith: “People of
the same trade seldom
meet together, even for
merriment and diversion,
but the conversation

ends in a conspiracy against the public,
or in some contrivance to raise prices.”
In In dia, cartels are present in both
the manufacturing and service indus-
tries, indicating the scandalous intercon-
nection between legislators and
capitalists.

For alleged cartelisation in the sale
and supply of beer, the competition
watchdog, Competition Commission of
India (CCI) has levied fines of Rs 873
crore on United Breweries Limited
(UBL), Carlsberg India Pvt Ltd (CIPL),
All India Brewers Association (AIBA),

and 11 other individuals. They were also
penalised for their connection in organ-
ising talks between beer companies on
different matters, including pricing. An -
heuser Busch InBev India was also found
to be a component of the cartel fixing
beer prices but the company did not face
a penalty as it was the first entity to give
main proof in the inquiry.

The CCI found UBL, CIPL and
SABMiller India Limited to have been
involved in price coordination, delivery
constraints, and market share in various

states in violation of the law. In 2016,
- uehnA yb deriuqca saw aidnI relliMBAS

ser Busch InBev and renamed Anheuser
Busch InBev India Limited.

All three companies—UBL, CIPL,
and AB InBev—had requested a decrease
in fine. However, AB InBev justified the
nature of the cartel or lobby and offered
proof of email correspondence between
central administrative personnel at an
initial phase in the investigation. There -
fore, the CCI granted the benefit of a
complete reduction in penalty for the
company. The CCI granted a 40% dec -
rease to UBL and a 20% decrease to
CIPL for cooperating with the inquiry.
Thus, the final penalty levied on UBL
and CIPL was around Rs 752 crore and
Rs 121 crore, respectively. A penalty of
more than Rs 6.25 lakh has been levied
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Bottom of the Barrel
The Competition Commission of India has cracked down on a range of beer producers, nailing a

cartel that was fixing beer prices and levying hefty fines. These include some of the biggest names
in the business.  How was this done and how can it be stopped?

By Shivanand Pandit

A
The centre and state governments need

to  establish a regulator for beer business.
Otherwise, the lobby involving politicians
and businessmen will continue to encour-

age cartels and price fixing.

quence of this policy. Emphasising the
point that the final price of their prod-
ucts was subject to the consent of the
state establishments, the UBL also men-
tioned that draconian regulations and
customs followed by the states make it
impracticable for beer establishments to
compete in the normal course of busi-
ness. Nevertheless, the CCI observed
that such policies of the state cannot be
used as a vindication for entering into
price-fixing by businessmen.

It’s not just beer. Earlier in 2016, the
CCI had slapped Rs 6,300 crore penalty

- mA—seinapmoc tnemec gnidael 11 no
buja Cements Ltd, ACC Ltd, Jaipra kash
Associates Ltd, Cement Manufac turers’

- sudnI & selitxeT yrutneC ,noitaicossA
tries Ltd, The Ramco Cements Ltd, JK
Cement Ltd, The India Cements Ltd,
Ultra Tech Cement Ltd, Nuvoco Vistas
Corporation Ltd and Binani Cement Ltd
for cartelisation of cement prices.

Although all the companies filed
waL ynapmoC lanoitaN eht ,slae ppa

eht dlehpu )TALCN( lanubirT etalle ppA
penalty imposed by the CCI  by its
judgment, dated July 25, 2018. The
NCLAT also defined the term “relevant
market” although the Supreme Court
has clarified that the determination of
the “relevant market” is not a mandatory
pre-condition for undertaking an assess-
ment. Unfortunately, beer manufacturers
have not learned a lesson from this
incident.

To conclude, for cartels, the law of the
land prescribes a penalty of up to three
times its profit for each year of the con-
tinuance of such an agreement or 10% of
the turnover for each year of the contin-
uance of such an agreement, whichever
is higher. This has to be observed very
strictly. The centre and state govern-
ments need to establish a regulator for
beer business. Otherwise the lobby
involving politicians and businessmen
will continue to encourage cartels and
price fixing.   

—The writer is a financial and tax
specialist, author and public speaker

based in Margao, Goa
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on AIBA, and different individuals have
also been penalised by the competition
governing body.

It is believed that the era of cartelisa-
tion began from 2009 and continued at
least till October 10, 2018, with CIPL
joining in from 2012 and AIBA aiding
as a podium for enabling cartelisation
since 2013. The CCI, which maintains a
check on unjust trade practises across
sectors, ordered a comprehensive exami-
nation by its investigation arm, the Di -
rector-General (DG) in October 2017.
The matter was considered suo motu by
the watchdog after the filing of a request
as per Section 46 of the Competition Act
by Crown Beers India Private Limited
and SABMiller India Ltd, both eventual-
ly owned by Ab InBev, against UBL,
CIPL and AIBA in July 2017. 

According to the source, the DG
conducted search and seizure
processes at the locations of the

beer firms on October 10, 2018. During
the investigation, the DG found regular
correspondence between the three com-
panies to organise price hikes tendered
to state authorities for sanction. The
inquiry also unearthed that chief mana-
gerial persons emailed contenders
about the price hikes they were planning
to propose to state authorities in differ-
ent states and sought to organise
price hikes. 

The entities were found to have been
involved in “price management” in
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharash -
tra, Odisha, Rajasthan, West Bengal,
National Capital Territory of Delhi, and
Union Territory of Puducherry. In case
of Maharashtra, the CCI discovered that
price modification by UBL and AB
InBev since 2011 disclosed an “uncanny
closeness” in timing, with Carlsberg
India also joining hands with the two
firms in creating price adjustments
around the same time since April 2014.
The regulator found that beer firms
organised reductions in the supply of
beer in Odisha, Maharashtra and West
Bengal to resist decisions by state gov-
ernments to raise excise duties or

decrease the price of beer.
Representatives of the beer firms held

negotiations among themselves about
potential estimates and the way forward
with state excise departments and used
to meet with excise authority under the
umbrella of the AIBA so that they would
have a better probability of getting the
planned price upsurges permitted. The
CCI also mentioned manifold examples
of the companies making identical price
modifications for competing merchan-
dise. The CCI also discovered that UBL
and AB InBev had contracts on the price
at which they would buy used bottles

Regulatory action
UBL and Carlsberg India have

been slapped fines of nearly
Rs 752 crore and Rs 121 crore,
respectively.

A fine of over Rs 6,25 lakh has
been imposed on AIBA.

Ab InBev has not been slapped
any fine, but lesser penalties have
been slapped on others.

The companies and other enti-
ties were found to be indulging in
cartelisation in the sale and supply
of beer in various states and UTs.

AIBA, which was actively in vol -
ved in facilitating such cartelisa-
tion, has been held to be contra-
vening the competition law.

The period of cartelisation start-
ed from 2009 and continued at
least till October 10, 2018.

from bottle collectors for reprocessing at
their breweries.

Responding to the action of the CCI,
numerous key administrative workforces
from beer business units cited the neces-
sity to obtain consent from state authori-
ties for any price amendments as the
main motive for the need for harmonisa-
tion among competitors. For instance, an
executive of UBL said that as price alter-
ations were only allowed on three partic-
ular dates in a year in Karnataka, con-
tenders would exchange notes and price
main goods similarly to guarantee that
they do not incur huge losses as a conse-



Focus/ Drug Seizure/ Mundra Port
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The Heroin Stain
The Adani group has come under fire after the special court directed the Directorate of

Revenue Intelligence to probe if any benefit was gained by the group because of the
huge consignment of contraband landing at its port in Mundra. Is the Adani-owned port

responsible for narcotics arriving from other countries?

THE PREFERRED ROUTE?
The Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence seized 3,000 kg of
heroin from Gujarat’s Mundra
port, last month. In terms of
quantity, this could be one of
the largest ever seizures in
the world 

15, there have already been multiple
meetings among central agencies to dis-
cuss the impact in terms of drugs smug-
gling, infiltration of foreign terrorists
and terror activities in India. Making it
a political issue, Congress leader and
former Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister
Digvijay Singh on October 1 demanded
a judicial inquiry into the seizure of
heroin at the Mundra Port in Gujarat,
saying that he had no faith in the Na -
tional Investigation Agency.

Mundra Port is the largest private
port of India located on the north shores
of the Gulf of Kutch near Mundra in the
Kutch district of Gujarat. It is a private
port and also a special economic zone.
Incorporated in 1998 as Gujarat Adani
Port Limited (GAPL), the company
began operating it in 2001. The com-
bined company was renamed Mundra

- imiL enoZ cimonocE laicepS dna troP
ted. The development of Adani Port &
Special Economic Zone Limited was
conceptualised by entrepreneur Gautam
Adani. The Adani Group has issued a
clarification stating that it is only the
port operator and does not have the
authority to check shipments arriving
at the port.

The Narcotics Control Bureau has
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 AST fortnight, while ex -
tending the custody of a
Che nnai couple held in con-
nection with the Rs 21,000-
crore heroin haul from
Mundra port, the Special

Court for Narcotic Drugs and Psycho -
tropic Substances (NDPS) in Bhuj,
Kutch (Gujarat), on September 30,
sought to know if the Mundra Adani
Port had acquired any interest from the
import of narcotics. The Special Court
of Additional District Judge CM Pawar
also wanted to know why the Direc to -
rate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI)
did not probe the source of the heroin
in Afghanistan.

A couple, Machavaram Sudhakar
and his wife Govindaraju Durga Purna
Vaisali, were arrested on September 17.
The Bhuj court granted DRI their cus-
tody till September 20. The DRI also
arrested Coimbatore resident Rajkumar
P and recovered narcotics from other
places in raids held after the Mundra
seizure. Four Afghan nationals and one
Uzbek national have also been arrested.
After getting credible information that
the consignment contained drugs

from Afghanistan, DRI officers seized
two containers and sent samples for
examination. A forensic analysis of the
seized substance confirmed the presence
of heroin.

The consignment was imported by a
trading company registered in Vijaya -
wada in Andhra Pradesh. It was dec -
lared as semi-processed talc stones orig-
inating from Afghanistan and shipped
from Bandar Abbas Port in Iran to
Mundra Port in Gujarat. The importer
was identified as Sarvim Exports, which
is located at Derawal Nagar in Delhi.
The cargo was declared as an Ayurvedic
product, mulethi (licorice), and the
drugs were hidden in plastic pipes pain -
ted to resemble bamboo. On September
26, while hearing the remand applica-
tion of Rajkumar P, the Court had
directed the DRI to probe if any benefit
was gained by the Adani Group by vir -
tue of the consignment of banned con-
traband landing at its port in Mundra.

According to a report by the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime,
Afghanistan is one of the biggest expor -
ters of narcotic drugs, and as per esti-
mates, it accounts for nearly 85% of
global heroin supplies. Following the
Taliban’s takeover of Kabul on August

Investigations have shown that the contraband was sent from Afghanistan. As per a
report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, the country is one of the big -

gest exporters of narcotic drugs and accounts for nearly 85% of global heroin supplies.

L

A NDPS court wanted the DRI to probe if
the Gautam Adani (above) group had

gained any benefit from the heroin import.
The group said it is only a port operator

and not authorised to check shipments.



Act, acquitted three men accused of
possessing poppy, saying they were
charged under the wrong section. The
judgment came from a bench headed
by Justice UU Lalit which said that
recovery of a banned substance from a
private vehicle parked on a public road
wouldn’t be covered under Section 43
of the NDPS Act—the provision used
for recovery of the banned substance. 

The bench, however, said that such
cases can be covered under Section 42
of the Act. While Section 43 of NDPS
Act deals with the power of seizure and
arrest in a public place, Section 42

- op reciffo detangised a sevig
wers of “entry, search, seizure
or arrest” in a suspected nar-
cotics case.

A committee, headed by
Sunita Narain of the Centre
for Science and Environment,
was set up by the Union min-
istry of Environment and
Forests to inspect the ship-
breaking facility of M/s Adani
Port and SEZ Limited near
Mundra West Port in
Gujarat’s Kutch district. The
committee which submitted
its report on April 18, 2013,
found incontrovertible evi-
dence of destruction of man-
groves, blocking of creeks and
non-compliance of other

clearance conditions. Subsequently, on
July 29, 2013, a public hearing was
held where people from four affected
villages posed questions about the proj-
ect and its impact on the environment. 

The latest seizure from the Mundra
port and the quantity involved suggests
that it is ideally located for such con-
signments to make its way to Mumbai.
Adani is India’s second richest individ-
ual and unlikely to be involved in
smuggling contraband but if any of the
officials hired to run the port are found
to be involved, it could put a dent in
his reputation.

—By Shivam Sharma and India
Legal News Service 
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found that while Mumbai is the cocaine
capital of India, the country is also
used as a route for trafficking cocaine to
other parts of the world. India has
become a favourite destination of
cocaine, the supply of which is con-
trolled by the po wer ful drug group of
South Ameri can countries. 

The major drug laws of India are
the Narcotic Drugs and Psycho -
tropic Subs tances Act (NDPS)

(1985) and the Prevention of Illicit
Trafficking in Nar co tic Drugs and
Psychotropic Subs tan ces Act (1988).
Under one of the provi-
sions of the Act, the Nar -
cotics Control Bureau was
set up with effect from
March 1986. The Act is
designed to fulfill India’s
treaty obligations under
the Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs, Conven -
tion on Psychotropic
Substances, and United
Nations Convention
Against Illicit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances.
The Act has been amend-
ed three times—in 1988,
2001, and most recently,
in 2014.

The Act allows the
court to grant immunity to an addict if
he/she is found involved in a case deal-
ing with tracing the amount of drugs.
The immunity, however, is granted only
after the accused agrees to undergo
medical treatment for de-addiction
under Section 64A. Someone who has
only consumed banned drugs or nar-
cotics but is not involved in trading, can
get bail. 

Section 31A of the Act states that the
maximum punishment in cases under
the NDPS Act is death penalty. The
death penalty can be given to a person
found guilty of being involved with com-
mercial quantities of drugs. 

Section 8(c) of the NDPS Act pro-
hibits the production, manufacturing,

possession, selling, purchase, transport,
warehouse, use, consumption, inter-
state import and export, import to and
from India or tranship of any narcotic
drug or psychotropic substance, except
for medical or scientific purposes, and
requires a licence or permit by the con-
cerned authorities.

Under Section 27, the consumption
of any narcotic drug or psychotropic
substance is a punishable offence. In
Section 35 of the Act, it is presumed
that the accused knew what they were
doing. Hence, the accused will be guilty
unless proven innocent. Consumption of

cocaine carries up to one year of impris-
onment, whereas consumption of
charas or cannabis carries up to 6
months’ imprisonment. 

Under the Union Finance Ministry,
the Department of Revenue had in
2015 passed an order to all state gov-
ernments stating that seized drugs must

ni elbissop sa tseilrae sa deyort sed eb
order to avoid its misuse or theft. In
2015, the government added Mephe -
drone or meth, as a psychotropic sub-
stance. The amendment was made
after the drug grew popular among
the youth.

In April this year the apex court,
while holding that a private vehicle is
not a “public place” under the NDPS

Focus/ Drug Seizure/ Mundra Port

The Narcotics Control Bureau has found that while Mumbai
is the cocaine capital of India, the country is also used as a

route for trafficking cocaine to other parts of the world.
India has become a favourite destination of cocaine.
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